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1. Introduction
Background
Since the Civic Amenities Act of 1967,
local planning authorities have been re
quired to decide which parts of their area
are of “special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance,” and to designate
them as conservation areas.
In an environment as sensitive as a con
servation area which is also a scheduled
ancient monument, planning has a key
role to play in preserving the character
and appearance of the area, overseeing
a careful balance between preservation
and improvement of the existing historic
environment.

Hilsea Lines Conservation Area
Designated: November 1994
Area: 36.9 Hectares
_______________________________

SCHEDULED ANCIENT MONUMENT

Legal Implications
The designation of The Lines as a con
servation area has a number of direct
legal consequences, including specific
procedures for planning applications, the
control both of any demolition work to
the buildings themselves and works to
trees. These areas are covered in more
detail later in this document.

The Lines are not only a conservation
area, but are also a:
Scheduled Ancient Monument
(designated in 1967). As such the Lines
are subject to the requirement not only
for Planning Permission for develop
ment, but also to the separate and more
stringent requirement for:
Scheduled Monument Consent admin
istered by English Heritage Please see
the management guidelines at the rear
of this document for further information
related to Scheduled Monument Con
sent.

The guidelines in this document aim to
prevent any deterioration of the visual
character of the area and to consolidate
and enhance its contribution to the sur
rounding area. They will also provide a
framework for the justification of plan
ning decisions in the conservation area.

Please see appendix 4 for a map indi
cating the boundary of the Scheduled
Ancient Monument

The lines are the last physical remnants
of a series of fortifications which have
existed since Tudor times to defend
Portsea Island and the naval dockyard
from attack
They are an important example of Victo
rian military engineering, and in conjunc
tion with the other defences and fortifica
tions, intended to protect the dockyard,
are of great historic significance to
Portsmouth.

_______________________________

This conservation area appraisal docu
ment is the first guideline relating to the
Lines to be published. It is one of a se
ries covering the conservation areas of
Portsmouth, and is intended to provide
an analysis of the history, development
and architectural and historic qualities of
the area. It is also intended to provide
management guidance on the approach
which the local planning authority would
take when considering proposals for the
development or alteration of the Lines.
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2. Location and Topography

© Crown copyright PCC licence No. LA-100019671 2005

Above: Location Map (not to scale) indicating position of Hilsea Lines Conservation Area
Outlined in blue

Location and Surrounding Area
The Hilsea Lines are located along the
northern most edge of Portsea Island.
Their present length is approximately
1¼ miles (2km) the entirety of which
has been designated both a Conserva
tion Area (No. 27) and a Scheduled An
cient Monument (SAM). Their current
length is a reduction of half a mile from
the original 1¾ mile (3km) length of the
Lines
To the immediate north of the Lines,
lies a canalised channel known as
Portscreek. Beyond which lies the A27
Havant by-pass constructed in the
early 1970’s, with extensive 1930’s
housing behind - in the areas of
Cosham, Farlington and Drayton. The
by-pass is characterised by extremely
heavy traffic flow, the noise of which
impacts significantly on the Lines.
To the south of the Lines are a mixture
of housing, warehousing and industrial
buildings from a number of different pe-
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riods. Although dissected by the busy
London Road in the West, this area is
generally quieter. The Lines are within
half a mile, or ten minutes walk of
around 15,000 people living in the ar
eas of Cosham, Drayton and Hilsea
Topography
The topography of Portsea Island, on
which the Lines are situated, is noticea
bly flat (it does not rise 2-3m above sea
level over most of its area). The land to
the immediate north of the Lines on the
opposite side of Portscreek (the
mainland) is also flat, Approximately 1
mile to the north however it rises
sharply to a height of approximately
150m on Portsdown Hill - the location
of forts Nelson, Southwick, Purbrook
and Widley which form part of the
same network of fortifications as the
lines and overlook them.

3. Area Map
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4. History
From the mid 16th century onwards,
the northern part of Portsea Island was
recognised as being of great strategic
importance to the defence of the
Dockyard.
Earlier Versions of the Lines
The present Lines are the third military
structure to occupy the site. The first
fortifications in the area were built in
the late Henrician period (Henry VIII
1509-47) and were a more modest one
mile in length. They were located on
the south side of Portscreek. A small
star shaped fort and earth bulwark
were also constructed on the north side
of the creek to protect the Portsbridge
linking Portsea Island with the
mainland.
Georgian Period
Constructed in the Georgian period,
the first serious precursor to the
present Lines were their second
incarnation. Designed in the mid 18th
Century, they were built slowly over a
period of approximately 20 years
(1744-63). The Lines were laid out as a
series of batteries separated by
earthen banks (ramparts) from one end
of Portsea island to the other (see map
opposite) This version of the Lines
survived until the end of the
Napoleonic Wars (1815), at which point
they were subject to a modernisation
programme intended to incorporate
improvements of the type seen on
more modern European fortifications
which the British army had
encountered in the war. By the mid
1850s, this version of the Lines was
considered obsolete
Current Lines
The late 1850s was a period of rapid
and intensive change in the areas of
weapon technology and military
engineering. Spurred on by a
resurgence in French military power,
8

following the emergence of Napoleon
III as a new emperor, the growth of
French power was exemplified by the
development of ’La Gloire’ the first iron
clad warship in the world. Such
developments put the country in the
grip of an anti-French invasion scare.
Work commenced on the third and
final version of the Lines in 1859. The
military engineer Colonel W.F.D
Jervois - Assistant Inspector General of
Fortifications, urged that the defences
of North Portsmouth, in conjunction
with many other fortifications locally
and nationally should be
comprehensively rebuilt and/or
extended. It was concluded that the
Lines should retain their linear form,
but with added bastions containing
heavily-armed casemates to provide
angled and flanking fire.
It took 12 years for the Lines to be
completed (in 1871). In this time, a
range of technical and political factors
had an impact on both the completion
and the potential effectiveness of the
Lines. The most significant of these
was the Development of the Armstrong
Rifled Breach Loading (RBL) gun. The
gun had massively improved range,
accuracy, and penetrating power, and
it was recognised that its introduction
would radically alter the problems of
defending Portsmouth from the
landward side.
In the event of the seizure of the ring of
complimentary fortifications on
Portsdown Hill (Forts Nelson,
Southwick, Widley, Purbrook and
Farlington), it was realised that the
dockyard potentially became
vulnerable to bombardment. On this
basis it was felt that the Lines should
be retained in a supporting role to
these forts, and could if necessary be
used to counter bombard them in the
event of their occupation by enemy
forces.
The Lines were the last continuous

4. History
sides of the ramparts apparently in
order to break up their shape, and
hide gun positions from the view of
German airships.

defence line with bastions to be built in
Britain. It was planned that in time of
war 170 guns of various calibres would
be mounted on top of the Lines, with a
further 50 located in the casemates
beneath. The development of new
types of gun mounting, led to
subsequent modifications in the
armament of the Lines - in 1875, a
series of 7” concrete ’Moncrieff’
disappearing gun mounts were
constructed on the top of the ramparts
- these were a complex design which
utilised the recoil forces of the gun to
propel it back behind its emplacement
on to its mount, where it could then be
reloaded and aimed unexposed to
direct shell fire. Examples of this type
of emplacement can still be seen
today, on the upper ramparts of the
Lines

WWII
In 1939 sections of the lines were
requisitioned by the Royal Navy and
used for fire-fighting and gunnery
training.
By the end of the 19th century, the
Lines had become militarily redundant.
It is not however clear exactly when
they fell out of purely military use.
Beginning in the late 1920’s the War
Depar tm ent ( pr ecur sor of th e
contemporary Ministry of Defence
MOD) began to progressively sell off
the land surrounding the Lines and
ultimately the Lines themselves. With
the exception of the casemates to the
West Demi-Bastion
which were
purchased by Portsmouth Grammar
School, ownership of the remainder of
the lines fell to Portsmouth City Council
in whose ownership the Lines remain.

WW I
It is unknown to what use most of the
Lines were put in the First World War,
however, at the time a large number of
trees were planted on the top and

Map dated 1756 showing the second (Georgian) incarnation of the Lines. A diagram indi
cating the profile of the Lines at that time can be seen in the bottom right hand corner.
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5. Hilsea Lines - Detail Map
Plan Form
The existing Lines are composed of the remains of the
original ramparts, casemates and moat. The ramparts
are effectively a chalk mound approximately 20m wide
and 10m high.
Originally the Lines were divided into nine sections with
five ‘bastions’, each roughly 300m long all set forward,
close to the moat, and four ‘curtains’ roughly 200m long,
set back, but linked to each bastion.
Read from West to East the different elements of the
Lines can be identified as follows:

West Bastion
Located to the North of Rampart
Gardens and Firgrove Crescent.
1930s Low rise residential housing
is located immediately to the rear of
this part of the Lines.

BASTION 1
BASTION 3

Reconstructed casemates under
the ownership of Portsmouth
Grammar School

Remains of Moncrieff disappearing
battery West Bastion

Portsbridge Gateway (Curtain)
Also known as Bastion 1
Dissected by London Road this part of
the Lines was previously the site of two
brick arches that allowed vehicular ac
cess onto Portsea Island via the portsbridge from the mainland. A large section
of this element of the Lines has been
lost, initially through demolition of the
arches in 1922, and subsequently
through the construction of two large bus
depots on either side of London Road in
the early 1930s.

Portsmouth (West) Demibastion
Constitutes the western most element of the
lines which partially fronts Tipner Lake. Part of
this section of the Lines are currently under
the management of Portsmouth Grammar
School. The casemates have been converted
to changing, washing and storage facilities to
service the rest of the site which operates as
the school’s sports ground.
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Original Portsbr
way demolished

ridge Gate
d 1922

5. Hilsea Lines - Detail Map
Langstone (East) Demibastion
No longer extant, the Langstone (East) Demibastion
was demolished at the same time as part of the ad
jacent East Bastion to accommodate an aircraft fac
tory. The area of the former factory is now occupied
by a large housing estate, Anchorage Park, built in
the 1980s
Sallyport, West Centre
Curtain

Centre Bastion
Lies to the north of Ackworth
Road and has a large industrial
estate, Shawcross Industrial
Park located to its immediate
rear.

East Bastion
As with the Railway Curtain, the
east bastion also lies to the north of
Airport Service Road. The prem
ises of H&S aviation an aero en
gine servicing company lie to the
immediate rear of this part of the
lines
Only half of the East Bastion re
mains, the remainder having been
demolished in the 1920s to accom
modate the ‘Airspeed’ aircraft fac
tory, and an airfield.

BASTION 4

BASTION 5

BASTION 6

Vandalised casemates East Centre
Curtain

West) Centre Curtain
Also known as Bastions 3 and 4
Otherwise known as the Postern
This element of the Lines is located to the north
of Scott Road, it is also the site of the City
Council’s Ranger Service for the Lines. The
‘Sally Port’ a gated tunnel behind which troops
could muster and launch a counter attack is a
prominent feature of this part of the Lines.
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East Railway (East Centre) Curtain
Also known as Bastions 5 and 6
Lies to the east of the Centre Bastion,
and to the immediate north of Airport
Service Road. The distinguishing fea
ture of this part of the Lines is the rail
way ‘tunnel’ which cuts the Eastern
side of the curtain allowing the railway
to pass onto Portsea Island. A number
of the casemates in this part of the
Lines have been vandalised, and are
in generally poor condition.

6. Architectural and Historic Qualities
The conservation area contains no
residential buildings. It is characterised
wholly by utilitarian Victorian military
architecture, similar to that seen on a
large number of other sites in the city
— in particular the 18 Gun Battery at
the mouth of Portsmouth Harbour. The
separate elements of the Lines, the
bastions and curtains differ in their plan
form but are essentially uniform in
character, they all share a similar
height, scale and military aesthetic.
The masonry elements of the Lines
visible at ground level from the south
have a strong horizontal emphasis, a
product of their great length (upto
120m in the case of the railway curtain)
and their relatively low height (10m)
The size of the Lines, their extensive
tree cover and non linear plan form
make it impossible to fully appreciate
their extent from ground level,
however, when considered as a whole,
the Lines can clearly be regarded as a
major and impressive example of
military engineering.
The uniformity of their character and
appearance is re-enforced by their
restricted architectural detailing and the
limited number of design elements
found on the Lines. Key among these
are:
Bastions and Curtains
Arguably the bastions and curtains are
the Lines, they are certainly its defining
architectural feature. Their southern
elevation is characterised in part by
lengthy expanses of masonry wall - the
casemates. Their main bulk consists of
a massive earth covered rampart.
When considered in cross-section, the
core of the rampart is constructed of
large chalk blocks quarried from the
nearby Portsdown Hill, over which was
compacted a thick layer of chalk rubble
followed by a covering of earth which
constitutes the visible element of the
structure
12

Casemates
The surviving casemates form the
principle visible ‘architecture’ of the
Lines. They are located within the side
ramparts which link the bastions with
the curtains. Typically about 60m long,
they are where the main armament of
the Lines was housed. They were
located in such a way as to provide
lateral fire across the killing fields
directly in front of the Lines
The casemates were designed to
provide both an emplacement for a
gun, and living quarters for 5 soldiers.
Their arched construction afforded
great structural strength, in
combination with a thick covering of
earth, they were designed to ensure
that shells could not penetrate through
to the quarters below.
The rear of the casemate, visible from
the back of the Lines, provided
accommodation, the front of the
casemate (concealed under/within the
Lines) housed the gun which the men
serviced. The two areas were divided
by a corrugated metal ‘blast screen’ .
All of the casements within a particular
section were linked via a ‘gun gallery’
which allowed free movement between
all guns, the entire structure 
casemate and gallery being known as
a ‘gun platform’
The principle external characteristic of
the casemates are their prominent
vaulted arches composed of 8 layers
of brick

Bricked up casemates with doors (east
of West Centre Curtain)

6. Architectural and Historic Qualities
Embrasures & Merlons
Located on the northern side of the
Lines, merlons were large mounds of
sculpted earth intended to flank the
external embrasures at the base of the
Lines from where the guns protruded.
They were intended to cover alternate
embrasures so that if an emplacement
was destroyed by enemy fire, the merlon
from the adjacent casemate could be
removed, and the earth used to cover
the damaged brickwork. Examples of
surviving visible embrasures and
merlons - much reduced in height and
width can be seen on the Portsbride
Gateway Curtain (adjacent to Hilsea
Bastion Gardens), and on the East
Centre Curtain.

Expense Magazines
The upper surface of the rampart was
topped by a parapet, behind which lay a
broad flat expanse of earth known as the
‘terreplain’. To the immediate rear of this
area can be found surviving examples of
expense magazines. These magazines
are characterised by a large brick
fronted vaulted bomb proof chamber
accessed via a brick arch. They were
intended to store ammunition for
immediate use by the large calibre
weapons mounted un the upper surface
of the Lines.

An expense magazine on the upper ram
parts of the West Centre Curtain

The exposed remains of an embrasure
and earth merlon adjacent to Hilsea Bas
tion Gardens

Sallyport
There is only one example of a sallyport
or postern gate in the Lines it is located
within the West Centre Curtain and
forms a prominent feature in the central
part of the Lines. The term is naval in
origin, and denotes a door or gateway
behind which troops could muster and
sallyforth to defend or recapture land in
front of the Lines. It is a large sloping
concave wall with an arched doorway
that leads into a 80ft long, 6ft wide
passage with a series of six recesses off
the passage at 15ft intervals, these were
probably intended to be shelters for
troops beating off a potential attack on
the tunnel itself

Moncrieff Emplacements
In 1875 (4 years after the completion of
the Lines)
a series of 5 new gun
emplacements were added to the upper
ramparts. Although they have a ’modern’
appearance - being similar in design to
later emplacements from the First and
Second World Wars, they lack internal
metal reinforcement. They were however
the first of their kind to be built. They were
intended to house ‘disappearing’ guns.
The seven ton gun was lowered using
recoil, and raised again using a
counterbalance after re-loading. At the
time the design was revolutionary, and
was a clear forerunner of the turret
mounted gun. Two examples of this type
of emplacement can be seen on the
ramparts of the West and Centre
Bastions.
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7. Space - Public and Private
Private Space
There is no space within the Hilsea
Lines Conservation Area that is pri
vate in the sense of being under the
ownership or control of private house
holds. The setting of the Lines is how
ever significantly impacted by private
space, principally to the south of the
Lines where the playing fields of
Portsmouth Grammar School to the
west of London Road can be seen.

Playing fields of Portsmouth Grammar
School viewed from south west. Refur
bished casemates within West DemiBastion visible in background

directly abut the Lines) include: gar
dens of flats on the northern most
stretch of Hilsea Crescent (West Cur
tain), flats on to the north of Carron
ade Walk (south of the West Centre
Curtain), and the gardens of a modest
number of detached houses in An
chorage Park at the very eastern end
of the Lines (East Bastion). In all in
stances, these properties and the ar
eas of private space surrounding
them are separated from the lines
and screened by boundary walls,
fences and/ or planting.
Warehousing
Of greater significance in terms of the
impact of surrounding private space
on the character and appearance of
the Lines are the areas of industrial
warehousing and factory buildings
which lie directly adjacent to the south
of the Lines behind the Centre Cur
tain, and the Centre and East Bas
tions.

and a number of private rear gardens
belonging to large semi-detached
residential properties in Firgrove Gar
dens directly abut the rear of the
West Bastion.

Warehousing to the north of Centre
Bastion

View of Firgrove Gardens to the rear of
the West Bastion. The Lines lie behind
the house at the end of the road

Other areas where residential hous
ing is in close proximity (but does not

These spaces are characterised by
large windowless industrial sheds set
in extensive areas of hard landscap
ing for parking vehicles and storing
equipment. In all instances, these ar
eas are separated from the Lines by
substantial galvanised vertical steel
fencing.
Due to the nature of their use, their
scale and the extent of the space sur
14rounding them these buildings have a

7. Space - Public and Private
noticeable presence to the south of the
Lines.

on the Lines, and is linked to Hilsea
Lido north of the Lines moat by a metal
trellis framed bridge. The open nature
of this piece of public space, due to its
original role as a ‘killing zone’ which
remained unplanted make it the best
place to observe the character, nature
and scale of the Lines from the north.
The Lines are the largest area not only
of public open space within the city, but
also tree planting. They in effect consti
tute an ‘urban forest’ which screens
and separates the northern edge of
Portsea Island from both Portscreek
and the M27/A27 Motorway. It is the
tree cover of the Lines which in many
ways defines their character, and is
also their most memorable feature as
a piece of public space. In many in
stances the planting is dense, thick and
overgrown. This ‘wildness’ is particu
larly notable on the ramparts and land
to the immediate north of the Lines at
the Centre Bastion, East Centre Cur
tain and East Bastions. Elsewhere,
trees mingle with bushes, hedges and
areas of managed and unmanaged
grassland to create a patchwork effect
to the north of the Lines. This area of
planting and more open land is dis
sected by a number of woodland paths
of varying widths, and in varying condi
tions — from open and free of impedi
ments to quite heavily overgrown with
trunks, branches and large root sys
tems obstructing the path. Tree growth
on the paths surrounding,
and on the upper ramparts of East
Centre (railway) Curtain is sufficiently
thick to create the impression of being
within a forest of much greater size.

Vertical steel fencing which separates the
Lines from areas of warehousing to the
immediate south

Public Space
The Lines themselves constitute public
space, as does the great majority of the
land surrounding them. With the excep
tion of land to the south of the West
Demi-Bastion under the management
of Portsmouth Grammar School most
of the land surrounding the Lines can
be accessed either by vehicle or on
foot by the general public. In all in
stances the upper ramparts and foot
paths surrounding the entire length of
the Lines can be accessed by foot.
To the immediate north of the remain
ing part of the Gateway (Portsbridge)
Curtain lies a flat grassed area—Hilsea
Bastion Gardens which affords a view
of exposed embrasures and merlons

Hilsea Bastion Gardens to the north of the
remaining section of the Gateway
(Portsbridge) curtain
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8. Views

Aerial view from the south of eastern section of the Lines

Views
The size, dense tree cover and limited
number of effective viewing points
restrict general views of the Lines.
The principal area from which the Lines
can be viewed panoramically is
Portsdown Hill. From the vantage point
of a number of car parks and picnic
areas across the length of the hill the
Lines can be seen in their entirety and
form a middle ground element in any
view, although their tree cover and
distance from the hill can make
distinguishing them difficult.
The Lines can also be appreciated
closer up from the Portsbridge, which
crosses the moat, and from the nearby
pedestrian footbridge which links the
eastern and western parts of the Lines
across London Road. Good views of
the Lines area also afforded from the
bridge which links Hilsea with the
Highbury estate across the A27 trunk
road. The bridge lies to the immediate
west of the West Centre Curtain. At its

apex directly above the road, it
provides extensive low level
foreground views of the Lines to the
east and west.
Close up the Lines (and in particular
the casemates) can be appreciated
from a number of locations, most
notably:
Hilsea Bastion Gardens, and Scott
Road to the immediate south of West
Centre Curtain.
From the ramparts above the Lines, a
small number of glimpses to the north
through the tree cover (in summer) can
be had from the main path along the
ramparts. These glimpses reveal the
A27 to the immediate north of the moat
and make clear the source of traffic
noise which continuously afflicts the
Lines. In the winter the tree cover is
drastically reduced, clearly exposing
the surroundings of the Lines.
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9. Building Materials
Brick
The bricks used within the Lines are
orange /red in colour, laid in English
Bond - alternate rows of headers and
stretchers, and are bonded in lime mor
tar.
The origin of the bricks is difficult to es
tablish, it is however highly probable
that they were sourced in the Fareham
area. The lines, in conjunction with the
forts on Portsdown Hill (Nelson; Southwick; Widley; Purbrook and Farlington)
would have required a massive number
of bricks, the nearest commercial
sources were in this area.
Given their huge numbers, the overall
condition of the bricks on the exposed
external elements of much of the Lines
appears to be generally good, how
ever, in those areas exposed to damp,
moisture penetration and vandalism
brickwork has suffered accordingly.

Lime mortar bonded brickwork on the
rear face of the Sallyport West Centre
Curtain

heavy. These qualities made its use
common in military buildings in the Vic
torian period.
A key defensive feature of the Lines the external embrasures on the north
side of the casemates
were con
structed using granite.
Its hardness provided some degree of
protection from a direct shell strike on
the embrasure. The origin of the gran
ite is unknown, it may however have
come from either Cornwall or Scotland,
where commercial sources existed in
the Victorian period.
Stone
A limited number of architectural fea
tures on the Lines are constructed in
Portland stone that has discoloured
with age including: steps; doorframes;
window cills and the capping stones
above the casemates. The condition of
the stone is generally good.
Rainwater Goods
Prominent surviving cast iron rainwater
goods can be seen between the case
mates at the rear of the lines.
The hoppers and down pipes are a no
ticable feature, they divide and break
up the horizontal emphasis of the rear
casemates.
A particularly interesting design feature
are the letters WD (War Department)
and the badge of the Royal Artillery,
which are relief stamped into the front
and sides of the hoppers. (see image
below).

Care
Exterior brickwork on the Lines should
not be painted. The application of mod
ern polymer based paints particularly to
the damp interior surfaces of the Lines
will prevent the bricks natural ‘wicking’
properties potentially exacerbating
problems with damp.
Granite
Granite - a coarse grained igneous
rock is extremely hard, dense and
17

10. Windows
Windows
The Hilsea Lines are a special and
unique example of military architecture.
Having been designated a conserva
tion area it is hoped that present and
future occupiers will become more
aware of the need to conserve their
character, and will where appropriate
reinstate lost features to the most au
thentic design possible.

Where they still exist, the windows
within the casemates make a very sig
nificant contribution to the character of
the Lines. Examples which are similar
to (or possibly direct copies of the origi
nals) are present within the East DemiBastion, the western set of casemates
within the West Centre Curtain and the
eastern casemates of the East Centre
Curtain

Architecturally, amongst the most
prominent features of the Lines (where
they survive) are its windows, particu
larly those within the casemates, the
majority of which have unfortunately
been bricked up and the windows and
integral doors subsequently lost .

New Windows
Any new or replacement windows
should be appropriate in design, mate
rial and method of opening to the origi
nal Victorian windows that would have
been within the Lines.
Examples of suitable and appropriate
window designs can be found at a
number of other Victorian military sites
in the Portsmouth area including Forts
Brockhurst and Nelson

A limited number of smaller more con
ventional window openings still exist on
the Lines – typically at the end of each
group of casemates. In many instances
they also have been bricked up.
Historically all windows within the
openings would have been of timber
construction, either to conventional Vic
torian sliding sash window patterns or,
within the casemates of a perfect fitting
bespoke arched design that incorpo
rated a series of glazed panels with ex
tensive glazing bars.

Arched timber window frame with glazing
bars and integral louvres, possibly original

Scheduled Monument Consent
It should be noted that the Scheduled
status of the Lines dictates that Sched
uled Monument Consent (SMC) may
be required for alterations —including
•
Repair
•
Removal
•
Replacement
Of any of the windows

Internal photo of windowed casemate
from within West Centre Curtain. Al
though probably not original, the window
pattern is sympathetic to the character
and period of the Lines.
18

11. Doors
Doors
No original doors appear to survive on
the Lines. Existing doors fall into two
categories: Those that replicate to
some degree the original doors and
those that are more utilitarian in char
acter.
The most ‘original’ in terms of their size
and material (timber), can be found
within the casemates of the West
Demi-Bastion, and the western ele
ment of the West Centre Curtain. Of
the two those within the Demi-Bastion
are probably the most authentic in ap
pearance, being constructed of vertical
timber panels.
Elsewhere on the Lines, the doors are
plain and utilitarian in character. They
are constructed either of sheet metal or
metal bars and have been designed to
secure bricked up casemates.
A small number of extremely heavy
metal armoured timber doors known as
‘Mantlets’ are still present within the
some of the embrasures on the north
face of the Lines and within the Sallyport in the centre curtain.

An original timber door from an ‘expense
magazine’ on the upper ramparts of the
Lines. The door is in poor condition, how
ever it clearly shows those features which
would be desirable (vertical timber panel
construction and metal brackets) on any
authentically styled new doors for the
Lines.

Scheduled Monument Consent
It should be noted that the Scheduled
status of the Lines dictates that Sched
uled Monument Consent (SMC) may
be required for alterations —including
•
Repair
•
Removal
•
Replacement
Of any of the doors within the Lines
Examples of the type of modern metal
doors that have been installed in
bricked up casemates on the Lines

New Doors
New or replacement doors should be of
an appropriate material and design,
sympathetic to the character of the
Lines. In some instances (due to secu
rity considerations) metal doors may be
acceptable. In all instances the use of
UPVC would be strongly discouraged.
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12. Land Ownership
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13. Negative Factors
The area of the Lines designated as a
conservation area does not encom
pass their full original extent. Signifi
cant elements were lost between the
Wars including: The Hilsea Arches
(demolished 1919) which spanned
London Road and allowed vehicular
access onto Portsea island through
the Lines, and the East Demi-Bastion
and part of the East Curtain at the
eastern end of the Lines demolished in
the 1930s to make way for an ex
panded airfield for the Supermarine
aircraft works.

Removal and subsequent theft of the
brickwork which faces the casemates,
has provided access to the interior of
the Lines and exposed the casemates
to the elements.
This loss has allowed extensive fire
setting, graffiti and vandalism to occur
within the Lines.
The key to overcoming this issue lies

As with other conservation areas in the
city, original fabric has been lost, in
particular windows and doors within
the casemates. In contrast with more
typical conservation areas, character
ised predominantly by housing, that
loss has been extremely extensive. It
is probable that initial Ministry of De
fence/War Department ownership of
the site has been of disservice in
terms of the subsequent preservation
of the original architectural fabric of
the Lines.

Extensive damage has occurred to the
interior of the Lines within the Centre
Curtain

in finding a way to provide pedestrian
and vehicular access to Centre Cur
tain thus making the letting and sym
pathetic restoration of the casemates a
practical possibility. So long as access
to this part of the Lines is restricted
their restoration and re-use remains
highly improbable.

The relative isolation and inaccessibil
ity of parts of the Lines makes the area
appealing to youths and gives rise to a
specific problem that is unique among
conservation areas in the city — major
vandalism in particular to the case
mates within the Centre Bastion to the
immediate west of the railway line.

Badly vandalised casemates within the
Centre Bastion

Other sections of the Lines have suf
fered damage due to vandalism and
neglect, most notably, casemates
within the East Centre Curtain (see
image below)
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14. Natural Habitat

Aerial view of Centre Bastion from the north. The dense tree cover on the ramparts and
within the former ‘zone of fire’ to the west are clearly visible, as is the more open land be
tween the Lines and the moat

The Hilsea Lines and the land between
them and Portscreek form a haven of
undeveloped and virtually undisturbed
land which supports a wealth of plant
and animal life, some of it very rare.
Indeed the Lines constitute the most
varied habitat on Portsea Island.
At present the Lines are staffed and
managed by a ranger and a group of
conservation volunteers. Two trails
have been demarcated - A Military
History Trail and a Natural History Trail,
that help to introduce the general public
to the Lines
Trees
Of particular importance, is the mixed
deciduous tree cover on the Lines
which makes an extremely significant
contribution to the character of the
conservation area. Without the dense
and varied coverage of species the ap
pearance of the Lines would be radi
cally different.

A trail path within the woodland sur
rounding the north of the Lines — the
dense tree cover is clearly visible
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When regarded in profile the area of
densest woodland is the actual ram
parts of the Lines and the two former
‘zones of fire’ to the north of the West
and East Centre Curtains.
It is probable that a significant propor
tion of the tree cover on/around the
Lines was planted in two different
phases, at the time of the Lines con
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struction in the early 1870s and in the
First World War (1914-18), in an effort
to break up the profile of the Lines. The
range of trees includes:
Beech
Beech trees can be noted on the ram
parts to the rear of the expense maga
zines, They are often also present on
either side of the magazines, and were
planted to provide cover against poten
tial fire from the rear of the Lines.

Management
In terms of their management for rec
reation purposes, At the time of writing
this appraisal The Lines can be broadly
divided into two areas.
Western Lines
The paths, trees and other plant life
within the western part of the Lines,
from the West Demi-Bastion to the
West Centre Curtain are cut back and
maintained to ensure maximum access
and freedom of movement.
Eastern Lines
The eastern part of the Lines are char
acterised by significantly more dense
tree and plant cover that gives this part
of the Lines a much more overgrown
feel and partially restricts access. In
this section of the Lines, paths have a
tendency to follow the ‘desire lines’ of
users, they are narrower, less clearly
demarcated and are not so well main
tained. The contrast between the two
sections of Lines is noticeable, particu
larly on the upper ramparts.

Expense magazine with beech tree in
the foreground

Walnut
Can also be seen spread around the
Lines. They were probably planted in
order to provide a source of gun
stocks.
Hawthorn
Can be noted between the Lines and
the moat. These would originally have
been much thicker and were planted to
provide an obstacle to infantry advanc
ing on the Lines.
Other trees on the Lines include:
White Poplar, Silver Birch, Yew, Black
thorn, Elm, Sycamore and Ash

Despite the denser tree cover on this
section of the Lines, the noise of traffic
from the A27 is all pervasive and even
in the height of summer, glimpses of

Sycamore and Ash have come to pre
dominate over large parts of the Lines
Open Ground
The dense tree cover of the Lines
breaks down to the immediate north of
the moat into a mixed area of open
space scattered trees and large
hedges.

A glimpse north through tree cover on
the ramparts of the eastern Lines re
veals a gantry sign for the A27 trunk
road. Noise from the Road ensures that
the illusion of a purely rural setting for
the Lines can never be maintained
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15. Management Guidelines
SCHEDULED ANCIENT MONUMENT
The Lines not only lie within their own
conservation area, they are also a
scheduled ancient monument (SAM).
REQUIREMENT FOR:
SCHEDULED MONUMENT CONSENT
(SMC)
As a scheduled ancient monument, the
Lines are subject to the scheduled
monument consent regime (This is
entirely separate from the need for
Planning Permission).
It should be noted that virtually all
works (and certainly any works that are
likely to require planning permission) to
a scheduled ancient monument or on
land within its defined boundary would
require scheduled monument consent.
Including (but not limited to):
•
DEMOLITION
•
ALTERATION
•
REMOVAL
•
REPAIR
CONSULTING ENGLISH HERITAGE
The body which administers the system
of scheduled monument consent is
English Heritage (EH).
If considering any works to the Lines
consideration should be given to
consulting English Heritage prior to
undertaking the works.
REQUIREMENT FOR:
PLANNING PERMISSION
The alteration of any element of The
Lines in a manner which would
materially affect its external
appearance would require planning
permission. Furthermore, any
extension or new building would require
planning permission in addition to
Scheduled Monument Consent.
The following guidelines indicate the
type of alterations which may and may
not be considered acceptable by the
Local Planning Authority.
REQUIREMENT FOR:
CONSERVATION AREA CONSENT
Conservation area consent (CAC) is a24

separate regime from planning
permission and scheduled monument
consent . CAC is required for the
demolition of buildings with a volume
in excess of 115 cubic metres
GUIDELINES
The objective of these guidelines is
to assist in conserving and where
appropriate enhancing the Hilsea
Lines Conservation Area. This
section sets out which individual
elements are considered important
and presents guidelines in respect
of each of them.
1. STRUCTURES
a) Wall Finishes/Cladding
The masonry elements of The Lines
have retained their original plain brick
finish and, with the exception of those
sections which have been extensively
vandalised, have escaped
inappropriate painting or cladding.
Painting or cladding of any element of
the masonry would seriously detract
from the overall appearance of The
Lines — every effort should be made to
maintain their visual uniformity.
Guidelines
i)

The city council will encourage the
retention and conservation of
existing and original plain brick
external wall finishes. it will resist
the introduction of any forms of
cladding, rendered finishes or
plastic weather boarding which are
inappropriate to the character of
The Lines.

ii) The city council will resist the
painting of any surfaces —
brickwork or stone .
b) Windows
The Lines originally utilised two
differing styles of window:
Large bespoke arched timber windows
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with integral glazing bars — set within
the rear casemates, and timber vertical
sliding sashes within smaller more
conventional openings.
Probably none of the original windows
survive in situ. Some of the arched
casemate windows have been
sympathetically replaced in timber. The
loss and vandalism of the remaining/
original windows has had an adverse
effect on the character and appearance
of The Lines.

d) Ramparts/Upper Surface
The Lines do not possess a roof in the
conventional sense of the word. The
interior of The Lines is composed of a
layer of chalk and earth, its upper
surface is of earth with a dense
covering of trees, shrubs and paths.
Guidelines
i)

Guidelines
i)

The city council will encourage the
retention and repair of existing
traditional window types, details
and materials.

The city council will encourage the
retention of the upper ramparts of
the Lines in their current condition/
use . Unsympathetic alterations to
the ramparts will be resisted.

2. BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
FENCES, RAILINGS
Boundary treatments make a
significant contribution to the character
and appearance of parts of the
Conservation Area. Loss or alterations
to these features could be detrimental
to the character of the Lines.

ii) The city council will resist the use of
UPVC, aluminium and other
inappropriate materials or finishes.
iii) The city council will encourage the
reinstatement of windows of an
authentic design.

Guideline
i)

c) Doors
The original doors within the Lines
have been lost. Some have been
replaced with timber doors to
sympathetic designs, however the
majority of existing doors are of
unsympathetic metal construction, they
exhibit a range of designs and
detailing.

Where appropriate the city
council will encourage the
retention of existing boundary
treatments.

3. FLOORSCAPE
Surface treatments within the
conservation area include areas of
gravel, earth, grass and tarmac roads.

Guidelines
Guideline
i)

ii)

The city council will encourage the
reinstatement of doors to original
designs, or new external doors of
an appropriate and sympathetic
design.
The city council will resist the use
of UPVC. However in some
situations metal doors may be
considered acceptable in the
interests of security.
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i)

Where a hardwearing surface is
required, the city council will
encourage the use of gravel.

Ii)

The city council will discourage
the use of concrete and/or
tarmac surfaces.
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4. TREES & VEGETATION
Trees and shrubs are an essential
component of the conservation area
and make a extremely significant
contribution to its character and
appearance. It is desirable that the
existing tree cover should be
maintained. Anyone intending to
undertake any works of lopping,
topping or felling a tree within the
conservation area is required to give
six weeks prior notice to the Local
Planning Authority.
Guideline
i)

The city council will encourage
the retention of trees and
shrubs which positively
contribute to the area.

5.

DEMOLITION &
REDEVELOPMENT

Consent would not be given for the
demolition of any part of the Lines.
There are very limited opportunities for
redevelopment in this conservation
area.
Guideline
i)

Consent for the demolition of
any part of the Scheduled
Ancient Monument would not
be permitted.

ii)

Where redevelopment or new
development is allowed, it must
preserve or enhance the
character and appearance of
the conservation area.

6. ENHANCEMENT
All means of enhancing the
conservation area will be encouraged.
Strengthening its character through
removal of unsympathetic features,
encouraging a greater awareness
amongst the public of the area and 26

promoting new proposals for
enhancement are some of the means
by which a conservation area can be
enhanced.
Guidelines
i)

The city council will promote
enhancement proposals as
appropriate.

APPENDIX 1: Further Information & Advice
This document is intended to set a
policy framework for this conservation
area. The conservation team will be
pleased to discuss any proposals
concerning this area and to advise on
appropriate sources of advice and
information.

Planning Service before carrying out
any alterations to buildings in a
conservation area to ascertain whether
permission is required. For further
details contact:
Planning Service
Conservation and Design Team
Civic Offices
Guildhall Square
Portsmouth
PO1 2AU

Should you have any questions or
require further assistance, Please
contact the Conservation Team on the
details below
John Pike on 023 9283 4303
John.pike@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
Bob Colley on 023 9283 4310
Bob.colley@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
Ben Cracknell on 029 9284 1127
Ben.cracknell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk

In appropriate circumstances, the help
of English Heritage or The Hampshire
Building Preservation Trust could be
sought. National Amenity Societies
publish a number of advisory leaflets
on detailed aspects of conservation.
There is a long established series by
the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings (SPAB). The
Victorian Society and The Georgian
Group both produce series of leaflets
on doors, windows, tiles, glass and

A number of advice leaflets have been
produced by the city and county
councils – for further details please
contact the above officers.
It is always advisable to contact the

APPENDIX 2: Statutory Protection
1.

Conservation Area

4.

The Hilsea Lines were designated a
conservation area on 2 November
1994.

2.

The Hilsea Lines were designated a
Scheduled Ancient Monument in 1967

Listed Buildings

There are no listed buildings in the
conservation area.

3.

Scheduled Ancient
Monument

Tree Preservation Orders

There are no Tree Preservation
Orders at the time of writing in the
conservation area.
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APPENDIX 3: Map Boundary of Scheduled Monument
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APPENDIX 4: Glossary of Military Engineering Terms
Bastion:
A projection covering the walls of a fort
with flanking fire.
Bombproof:
a structure capable of withstanding the
impact of plunging shellfire typically a
vaulted casemate.
Breastwork:
Earth piled up in the form of a rampart.
Breech Loader:
A gun loaded from the rear or ‘breech’
of a gun barrel.
Casemate:
A bombproof vault of brick or stone of
ten covered with earth, which provided
an emplacement for a gun or living
quarters for soldiers.
Counterscarp:
The side of a ditch furthest from the fort
to provide flanking fire.
Embrasure:
Opening in the front of a parapet or
casemate through which a cannon or
gun could be fired.

‘muzzle’.
Rampart:
Fortified embankment topped by a
casemate.
Redan:
A detached work in a ditch of a fort or a
projection at the rear of a fort.
Reboubt:
A detached work without flanking fire or
a small fort.
Revetment:
The brickwork or masonry facing to an
embankment.
RBL:
Rifled Breech Loading gun.
RML:
Rifled Muzzle Loading gun.
Talus:
The sloping part of a wall thicker at the
base.
Terreplein:
Broad level fighting platform on the
rampart behind the parapet.

Enfilade:
Fire from the flank of a fort so that pro
jectiles will rake the length of a rampart
without the garrison being able to reply.
Escarp:
The side of the ditch nearest to the fort.
Expense Magazine:
A small magazine in which ready to use
ammunition was stored next to guns.
Flanking Fire:
Fire directed at the side of an attacker.
Glacis:
A sloping earth bank in front of the
walls of a fort.
Muzzle-Loader:
Any gun loaded from its front end or
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Notes

You can get this Portsmouth
City Council Information in large
print, Braille, audio or in another
language by calling 9283 4825
The Ordnance Survey mapping included within this publication is provided by the
Portsmouth City Council under licence from the Ordnance Survey in order to fulfil its public
function as a planning authority. Persons viewing this mapping should contact Ordnance
Survey copyright for advice where they wish to licence Ordnance Survey map data for their
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own use. Licence No LA-100019671

www.portsmouth.gov.uk
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